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Research Topics 

  My research interests include design engineering and humanware engineering to enable human designers to design 

excellent products and services that provide new values to people's lives and society by exerting their creativity 

enhanced with information technologies. Following are a few research topics. 

 

1. Design ideation informatics (Design knowledge management for problem solving 

We proposed a semistructured contradiction matrix using not TRIZ features but physical quantity descriptions in 

SI unit. We confirmed that similarity calculation between physical quantities in problem to be solved and those stored 

in semistructured contradiction matrix is effective to manage knowledge for problem solving ideation [1]. 

 

2. Game design methodology to avoid negative UX without compromising positive UX 

We proposed a game design methodology of preventing negative user experience (UX) of the game without 

reducing positive UX. Through a trial on controlling the game parameters of “Breakout” such as ball speed and paddle 

size, we indicated a possibility of inducing the user to terminate the game contentedly [2]. 

 

3. Computer-aided fault tree analysis for high-reliable and safety design 

We proposed a new design knowledge management approach called quantity dimension indexing and 

computerized support for fault tree analysis such as the verification of consistency of a fault tree and fault tree 

construction advice [3]. 
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